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20th  century,  have  gradually  built  up   to  show  Copernicus’s  dependence  on   Islamic
predecessors in the development of his heliocentric planetary theory. Starting with the
occurrence in De revolutionibus of the so-called Ṭūsī couple and Ibn al-Shāṭir’s (ca. AD
1350)   planetary   models   involving   multiple   epicycles,   recently   also   cosmological
arguments have been considered. The 15th-century astronomer ‘Alī Qūšjī, who initially
worked  at  the  observatory  of  Ulugh  Beg   in  Samarkand  and  ended  his  career   in  the
service of Mehmet II in Constantinople, not only proposed an astronomically based on
physics,  allowing  a   rotating  earth,   in  order   to   replace   the   traditional  Aristotelian
physics,  but  also  produced a  proof  of  a  theorem  that  allows  epicycles in  a  planetary
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